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FLSA Claim Proceeds Where Supervisor Knew

Employee Underreported Hours

 

By Kenneth J. Diamond  2/12/2015 Permissions

 

Since a supervisor knew an employee reported fewer hours than actually worked, the employer could not

escape Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) liability by asserting defenses based on the employee’s

underreporting, the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held.

Santonias Bailey, an employee at a TitleMax store in Georgia, regularly worked overtime hours for which he

was not paid. Bailey’s supervisor told him that TitleMax does not allow overtime pay, ordered Bailey to work

off the clock and edited Bailey’s time records to show fewer hours than he actually worked. Bailey eventually

resigned and filed suit under the FLSA, which requires employers to pay overtime to nonexempt employees.

TitleMax moved for summary judgment by arguing that regardless of whether the supervisor knew that Bailey

was underreporting his hours, Bailey’s claim should be dismissed based on two closely related equitable

defenses: unclean hands and in pari delicto. Generally speaking, proof of either of these defenses can

operate to bar a plaintiff’s claim in an appropriate case if the employee bears responsibility for his own injury.

In support of its motion, TitleMax showed Bailey violated several company policies. First, when he worked off

the clock, he violated a policy requiring accurate reporting of hours. Second, when he did not object to his

supervisor changing his time and did not report the inaccuracies in his time records, he violated a policy

requiring regular verification of time. Finally, he violated a company policy requiring employees who have a

problem with a supervisor to contact a higher-level manager or call an anonymous employee hotline so the

problem can be addressed. Bailey was aware of all of these policies. Therefore, according to TitleMax,

Bailey was responsible for any unpaid overtime.



The trial court agreed with TitleMax and granted summary judgment. In reversing that decision, the 11th

Circuit explained that where an employer knows or has reason to know an employee underreported his

hours, it cannot shift the blame to the employee and escape FLSA liability by asserting equitable defenses

based on the underreporting. In other words, even though Bailey knowingly violated those company policies,

the supervisor knew Bailey was working off the clock and the supervisor’s knowledge could be imputed to

TitleMax, thus making it liable under the FLSA. In so holding, the 11th Circuit pointed to the FLSA’s deterrent

purpose and primary goal, which is to counteract the unequal bargaining power between employers and

employees and “aid the unprotected, unorganized and lowest paid of the nation’s working population.”  

Bailey v. TitleMax of Ga. Inc., 11th Cir., No. 14-11747 (Jan. 15, 2015).

Professional Pointer: Even where an employee knowingly fails to follow company policies relating to the

proper reporting of time, if the employee’s supervisor knows about the underreported hours, the company

may be liable under the FLSA.

Kenneth J. Diamond is an attorney with Winterbauer & Diamond PLLC, the Worklaw® Network member firm

in Seattle.
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